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 .  .2Let H s H i, j be a Greither order in KC and let Spec H i, j ª Spec B¨ p ¨
 .ª Spec C be a resolution of Spec H i, j in the flat topology which appears as¨
m 2 ª G = G ª G = G over the field K. Under certain conditions, thep m m m m
formal completions of B and C give rise to two-dimensional polynomial formal
groups F and G, respectively. The given resolution will then translate to an isogeny
 .of polynomial formal groups C: F ª G with kernel Spec H i, j . Q 1999 Aca-¨
demic Press
INTRODUCTION
Suppose K is a finite extension of the p-adic rationals Q with ring ofp
integers R, endowed with the p-adic valuation n . Let p be a fixed
 .parameter for R with n p s 1, and let e be the ramification index of p
in R. Assume K contains a primitive pnth root of unity, denoted z . Letn
n  :n nC denote the cyclic group of order p , g s C , and let H be anp p
R-Hopf algebra order in KC n , with associated group scheme Spec H sp
 .Hom H, . By the Oort embedding theorem, Spec H is identifiedRyalg
with the kernel of some isogeny C of n-dimensional formal groups F and
w xG 3, pp. 3]5 . In this paper we investigate the following question: For
which R-Hopf orders in KC n , n s 1, 2, is Spec H the kernel of an isogenyp
of polynomial formal groups? For n s 1 it is known that every R-Hopf
order in KC represents the kernel of an isogeny of polynomial formalp
* The author is indebted to the referee for numerous comments and suggestions which
improved this paper considerably.
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w xgroups, see 1, Corollary 1.6 . For n s 2, however, it is not clear which
R-Hopf orders in KC 2 satisfy this representability criterion. We remark thatp
w xChilds et al. have found a class of Hopf orders in K C = C whichp p
wrepresents the kernels of isogenies of polynomial formal groups 2, Theo-
x 2rem 4.3 . In this paper we construct a class of R-Hopf orders in KCp
which satisfy this representability criterion. Our main result is the follow-
ing.
 .  .MAIN THEOREM Theorem 5.0 . Let H s H i, j be a Greither order in¨
w  .x  .  .2KC with i q j F er p p y 1 , pj F i, and n 1 y ¨ G i9 q jr2 , withp
 .  .i9 s er p y 1 y i. Then H i, j represents the kernel of an isogeny of¨
polynomial formal groups.
For the convenience of the reader, we review details on Greither orders
.here in Section 2.
w xWe intend to prove the Main Theorem as follows. From 15 , we know
 .that there exists a flat short exact sequence of group schemes Spec H i, j¨
Qª Spec B ª Spec C where B, C are certain Hopf algebras, which we
compute explicitly. From the completions of B and C at their augmenta-
tion ideals, we obtain two-dimensional polynomial formal groups F and G,
respectively. The flat epimorphism Q will then translate to an isogeny C:
 .F ª G with kernel Spec H i, j . We begin with some preliminaries on¨
forma groups.
1. FORMAL GROUPS
 .An n-dimensional formal group law F is an n-tuple of power series,
F x , y s F x , y , . . . , F x , y , .  .  . .1 n
 .  .in the variables x s x , . . . , x , y s y , . . . , y , satisfying the conditions,1 n 1 n
F x , y ' x q y mod degree 2 . .i i i
and
F F x , y , z s F x , F y , z , .  . .  .i i
 .  .for i s 1, . . . , n. The formal group F is commutati¨ e if F x, y s F y, xi i
 .for i s 1, . . . , n. F is a polynomial formal group if the power series F x, yi
are polynomials. A homomorphism C: F ª G of formal groups is an
n-tuple of power series,
C x s C x , . . . , C x .  .  . .1 n
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 .   ..   .  ..satisfying C 0 s 0, C F x, y s G C x , C y for i s 1, . . . , n. C is ani i i
ww xx   .  .:isogeny of formal groups if R X r C X , . . . , C X is a finite R-alge-1 n
ww xx ww xxbra where R X s R X , . . . , X denotes the R-algebra of power series1 n
in n-variables.
A given formal group F induces a formal Hopf algebra structure on
Ãww xx ww xx ww xx ww xxR X : The comultiplication map D: R X ª R X m R X is defined
Ã Ã Ã .  . D X s F X m 1, 1 m X , for i s 1, . . . , n. Here m denotes the comple-i i
. ww xxtion of the tensor product. The counit map e : R X ª R is given
 . ww xx ww xxe X s 0, and the coinverse map s : R X ª R X is defined X ¬i
 .  .   ..s X , where s X is the unique power series satisfying F X, s X s 0,
w xcf. 3, p. 4 . If C: F ª G is an isogeny of formal groups, then the quotient
w xR X
w xs R x , x s X . :C X , . . . , C X .  .1 n
ww xx ww xx ww xxis a finite R-Hopf algebra via the maps D: R x ª R x m R x
 .  . ww xx  .defined D x s F x m 1, 1 m x , e : R x ª R, given e x s 0 and s :i i i
ww xx ww xx  . ww xxR x ª R x defined x ¬ s x . In this case, Spec R x is the kernel of
ww xxthe isogeny, equivalently, R x represents the kernel of C.
If C is an isogeny F ª G and F is a polynomial formal group, then F
w xendows R X with the structure of an ordinary R-bialgebra via the maps
w x w x w x  .  .D: R X ª R X m R X defined D X s F X m 1, 1 m X and e :i i
w x  .R X ª R defined e X s 0 for i s 1, . . . , n. We denote this R-bialgebrai
w xby R X . In this case, C and F determine a finite R-Hopf algebraF
structure on the quotient,
w xR X F w xs R x , x s X . . :C X , . . . , C X .  .1 n
For example, let F and G be one-dimensional commutative polynomial
formal groups defined
F x , y s x q y q p i xy , and G x , y s x q y q p pi xy , .  .
 .  .where i is an integer, 0 F i F er p y 1 . Because i F er p y 1 , the
 . w i . p x pipolynomial C x s 1 q p x y 1 rp is monic with coefficients in R.
Thus C: F ª G is an isogeny of polynomial formal groups. The associated
w x   .:finite R-Hopf algebra R X r C X is isomorphic to the Larson order,F
pg y 1
 : 2H i s R : KC , g s C . . p pip
 w x .  .See 5, 13 for details on Larson orders. Thus Spec H i is the kernel of
w xC, 1, pp. 11]15 .
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2. POLYNOMIAL FORMAL GROUPS AND HOPF ORDERS
In this section we show that under certain conditions, the comultiplica-
tion of R-Hopf orders in KC 2 is determined by two-dimensional commu-p
tative polynomial formal groups which we can compute explicitly. These
wformal groups are necessarily of the form given by Childs et al. 2,
xProposition 1.1 in the following classification theorem.
 .THEOREM 2.0 Childs et al. . Let F be a two-dimensional commutati¨ e
polynomial formal group. Then
ch cfx y x xa ch1 1 1 1F x , y s q q y q y , . 1 2 /x y x x /  /  /  /dh df  /df b2 2 2 2
for some elements a, b, c, d, f , h g R satisfying af q bh s ch2 q df 2. Here
F x , y s x q y q ax y q chx y q chx y q cfx y , .1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 2
and
F x , y s x q y q dhx y q dfx y q dfx y q bx y . .2 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 2
 .We first show that the comultiplication of the Larson order H i, j s
w p . i  . j x 2R g y 1 rp , g y 1 rp in KC is dictated by a certain two-dimen-p
 sional polynomial formal group. Here i, j g Z with 0 F i, j F er p y
. .  .1 , pj F i. Comultiplication in H i, j is defined
g p y 1 g p y 1 g p y 1
D s m 1 q 1 mi i i /  /  /p p p
g p y 1 g p y 1
iq p m ,i i /  /p p
g y 1 g y 1 g y 1 g y 1 g y 1
jD s m 1 q 1 m q p m .j j j j j /  /  /  /  /p p p p p
 p . i.  p . i.  . j.Put a s g y 1 rp m 1, b s 1 m g y 1 rp , a s g y 1 rp1 1 2
j . .  .  .m 1, and b s 1 m g y 1 rp , with a s a , a , b s b , b . Then2 1 2 1 2
g p y 1 g y 1
D s F a, b and D s F a, b , .  .1 2i j / /p p
i .where F , F are polynomials defined F x, y s x q y q p x y and1 2 1 1 1 1 1
j .  .  .F x, y s x q y q p x y , x s x , x , y s y , y indeterminate.2 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 2
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One easily checks that these polynomials define a two-dimensional polyno-
 .mial formal group F F , F . In this sense, the formal group F determines1 2
 .the comultiplication of H i, j . In matrix form F appears as
x y i x x0 01 1 1 1p 0F x , y s q q y q y . 2.1 . . 1 2j /  /x y x x /  /  /  /0 0 0 p2 2 2 2
Moreover, a different polynomial formal group prescribes the comulti-
plication of non-Larson R-Hopf orders in KC 2 under certain conditions.p
i j  .Let p and p be elements of R with i and j satisfying i q j F er p y 1 ,
 .and pj F i. Recall i9 s er p y 1 y i, e is the ramification index of p in
 < n 4 w xR, and U s x g R x g 1 q p R , for integers n G 0. A class ¨ inn
 . 2U l U rU corresponds to an R-Hopf order in KC ofi9q jr p.  i9r p.q j i9qj p
the form,
pg y 1 g y a¨
H i , j s R , .¨ i jp p
w xcalled a Greither order, see 4, Corollary I.3.6 . In this case, the condition
 .i q j F er p y 1 implies
j i9
i9 q G q j,
p p
w xthus the class ¨ may be taken from the quotient U rU . Thei9q jr p. i9qj
 . py1 mquantity a g H i is of the form a s  ¨ f , where the f are the¨ ¨ ms 0 m m
idempotents for the maximal integral order in KC , f s 1rpp m
py1 ym n pn  : 2 z g , g s C . Let us suppose further thatns0 1 p
j
i9 q F n 1 y ¨ - i9 q j, .
2
  .that is, ¨ g U and ¨ f U . If ¨ g U , then H i, j is thei9q jr2. i9qj i9qj ¨
 . .Larson order H i, j . Under such conditions the comultiplication of
 .H i, j is determined by a commutative polynomial formal group. We¨
begin with a lemma.
LEMMA 2.2. Under the conditions set forth in the pre¨ious text, the
 . w p . i  . j xGreither order H i, j s R g y 1 rp , g y a rp can be written¨ ¨
p pg y 1 g y 1 g y 1
H i , j s R , q , .¨ i j ip p lp
jy i .  ..where l s p z y 1 r 1 y ¨ .1
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 . j  .Proof. First decompose the algebra generator g y a rp of H i, j ,¨ ¨
g y a g y 1 1 y a¨ ¨s qj j jp p p
g y 1 1
2 py1s q 1 y ¨ f q 1 y ¨ f q ??? q 1 y ¨ f .  .  .1 2 py1j jp p
g y 1 1 y ¨ g p y 1 .  .
s q V .j jp z y 1 p .1
Here z is a primitive pth root of unity, the f are idempotents for the1 m
maximal integral order in KC , andp
z y 1 z y 11 1
V s f q 1 q ¨ f q ??? q .1 22 py1 /  /z y 1 z y 11 1
= 1 q ¨ q ??? q¨ py2 f . . py1
We claim that
p p p1 y ¨ g y 1 1 y ¨ g y 1 g y 1 .  .  .  .
V y g H i s R . .j j iz y 1 p z y 1 p p .  .1 1
To this end, let
1 y ¨ g p y 1 .  .
L s V y 1 , .jz y 1 p .1
and let
1 y ¨ z 2 y 1 z y 1 .  .1 1
j s 0, 0, 1 q ¨ y 1 , .j 2 / z y 1 p z y 1 .1 1
1 y ¨ z py1 y 1 z y 1 .  .1 1 py1. . . , 1 q ¨ q ??? q¨ y 1 .j py1 / /z y 1 p z y 1 .1 1
p 2be the embedding of L into the maximal integral order R in KC . Thep
p  2 py1. .embedding is defined g ¬ 1, z , z , . . . , z . Now consider the k th1 1 1
k . w xiterated difference of j , denoted d j , see 4, Section I.3 . We have
1 .d j s 0,
1 y ¨ ¨ y z .  .12d j s , . jp
1 y ¨ ¨ y z .  .1 m nkd j s 1 y z 1 y ¨ , .  .  . 1jp mqnsky2
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for 2 F k F p y 1. Thus,
n dk j G n 1 y ¨ q n ¨ y z q k y 2 n 1 y ¨ y j .  .  .  .  . . 1
s kn 1 y ¨ y j, .
 .  .  .  .because n 1 y z ) n 1 y ¨ . Now because n 1 y ¨ G i9 q jr2 ,1
kj
kn d j G ki9 q y j . .
2
G ki9
w  .x  .for k s 2, . . . , p y 1. Thus by 4, Theorem I.3.2 a , L is in H i . We
w p . i  . j xconclude that the R-Hopf order R g y 1 rp , g y a rp is equal to¨
the R-Hopf order,
p pg y 1 g y 1 1 y ¨ g y 1 .  .
R , q .i j jp p z y 1 p .1
jy i .  ..Now let l s p z y 1 r 1 y ¨ then1
g y 1 1 y ¨ g p y 1 g y 1 g p y 1 .  .
q s q .j j j ip z y 1 p p lp .1
This completes the proof of the lemma.
 .  .THEOREM 2.3. Suppose 0 F i, j F er p y 1 , i q j F er p y 1 , and
w x  .pj F i. Then a class ¨ in U rU with i9 q j ) n 1 y ¨ G i9 qi9q jr p. i9qj
 .  . w p . i jr2 corresponds to a Greither order H i, j s R g y 1 rp , g y¨
. j x 2a rp in KC . Moreo¨er, there exists a polynomial formal group of the¨ p
form,
p i 0
x y x1 1 1i j jp l q p ypF x , y s q q y . 1x y x /  /  /2 2 2 02 ll
0 0
xj 1ypq y , 2.4 .2j x /p 2 0l
jy i .  ..with l s p z y 1 r 1 y ¨ , which determines the comultiplication of1
 .H i, j .¨
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Proof. By Lemma 2.2,
p pg y 1 g y 1 g y 1
H i , j s R , q . .¨ i j ip p lp
 p . i  . j  . wSetting A s g y 1 rp , B s g y 1 rp , we have H i, j s R A, B q¨
 . x1rl A , with
D A s A m 1 q 1 m A q p iA m A , .
1 1
jD B q A s B m 1 q 1 m B q p B m B q A m 1 . /l l
1 p i
q 1 m A q A m A. .
l l
Now put m s A m 1, n s 1 m A, m s B m 1, n s 1 m B, m s1 1 2 2
 .  .  .m , m , n s n , n . Then comultiplication in H i, j is determined by1 2 1 2 ¨
 .a two-dimensional formal group L L , L defined1 2
iL u , z s u q z q p u z , .1 1 1 1 1
1 1 p i
jL u , z s u q z q p u z q u q z q u z .2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1l l l
1 1 p i
js u q u q z q z q p u z q u z ,2 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 /  /l l l
 .  .  .  .u s u , u , z s z , z indeterminate, that is, D A s L m, n , and1 2 1 2 1
y1 .  .D B q l A s L m, n . In matrix form L appears as2
u z u1 1 1ip 01 1 1L u , z s q q z . 1 /a bu q u z q z u q u 0  0  02 1 2 1 2 1l l l
u1 10 0 1q z q z .2 1 / /g d lu q u 02 1l
Here a , b , g , d are elements in R so that the formula for L given in the2
preceding text is satisfied. It follows that
1 1 1 1
a u z q b u q u z q g u z q z q d u q u z q z1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 /  /  /  /l l l l
p i
js p u z q u z .2 2 1 1l
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Thus we have a system of equations,
b g d p i







d s p j,
with a unique solution,
p il q p j yp j
ja s , b s g s , d s p .2 ll
 .  .Now with x s u , y s z , x s u q 1rl u , y s z q 1rl z , we1 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 1
have the polynomial formal group F in matrix form,
p i 0
x y x1 1 1i j jp l q p ypF x , y s q q y . 1x y x /  /  /2 2 2 02 ll
0 0
xj 1ypq y .2j x /p 2 0l
i j  i j. 2Indeed, setting a s p , b s p , ch s 0, dh s p l q p rl , and df s
 j.yp rl we have
yp ip j p jp il q p 2 j
af q bh s q 2ld l d
p 2 j
s 2l d
s ch2 q df 2 ,
as required by Theorem 2.0.
y1 .  .  .  .Observe that D A s F M, N and D B q l A s F M, N , with1 2
y1 y1 .  .M s m , m q l m , N s n , n q l n , thus F determines the1 2 1 1 2 1
 .comultiplication of H i, j .¨
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 .3. A FLAT RESOLUTION OF Spec H i, j¨
 .In this section we give an explicit resolution of Spec H i, j from which¨
we construct our isogeny of polynomial formal groups with kernel
 .  .  .Spec H i, j Sections 4 and 5 . As before, H i, j is a Greither order¨ ¨
 .  . under the conditions i9 q j ) n 1 y ¨ G i9 q jr2 and i q j F er p y
.1 . There exists a flat short exact sequence of R-group schemes,
Q
Spec H i , j ª W ª V . .¨ i , j p i , p j
Here the group scheme W is represented by the R-Hopf algebra,i, j
y1 y1i jB s R T , T , 1 q p T , F T q p T , . .  .0 1 0 0 1
and the group scheme V is represented by the R-Hopf algebra,pi, p j
y1 y1pi p jC s R T , T , 1 q p T , G T q p T , . .  .0 1 0 0 1
 .  . w xfor some polynomials F T , G T g R T satisfying0 0 0
F 0 s 1 and F X F Y ' F X q Y q p iXY mod p j , 3.0 .  .  .  .  .  .
and
G 0 s 1 and G X G Y ' G X q Y q p p iXY mod p p j , 3.1 .  .  .  .  .  .
 .X, Y indeterminate. The flat epimorphism Q is defined Q T , T s0 1
  .  ..Q T , Q T , T with0 0 1 0 1
pi1 q p T y 1 .0
Q T s , .0 0 pip
py1i j1 q p T F T q p T y G Q T .  . . .  .0 0 1 0 0
Q T , T s . .1 0 1 p jp
 .   .  .:Moreover, Spec H i, j is the kernel of Q, that is, Br Q T , Q T , T¨ 0 0 1 0 1
 . w x( H i, j , cf. 10, Proposition 2.2; 15, Lemma 3.0 .¨
We intend to give an explicit description of the flat epimorphism Q and
the representing R-Hopf algebras B and C of the group schemes W andi, j
 .V . First note the polynomial F T can be modeled from the structurep i, p j 0
of a , that is, we may choose¨
py1 py11 nm ym n iF T s F T s ¨ z 1 q p T . 3.2 .  .  . . 0 ¨ 0 1 0p ms0 ns0
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w x  .cf. 15, Lemma 3.0 . With this choice of F T , Spec B is a group scheme.0
Observe that comultiplication on the R-Hopf algebra B is the unique
i  . jR-algebra map which makes the quantities 1 q p T and F T q p T0 ¨ 0 1
grouplike.
 .We claim that a polynomial G T for which Spec C is a group scheme0
 .  .can be constructed directly from F T , as follows. Let a T be any¨ 0 0
w  i .y1 x  . qpolynomial in R T , 1 q p T , with deg a F kp, for some k g Z .0 0
 .Put a T in the form,0
kp
mia T s a 1 q p T , a g K , .  .0 m 0 m
ms0
and write the polynomial,
M a T . .0
pis a q a q a q ??? qa q a q ??? qa 1 q p T .  .  .0 1 2 py1 p 2 py1 0
2 piq a q ??? qa 1 q p T q ??? .  .2 p 3 py1 0
 .ky1 piq a q ??? qa 1 q p T .  .ky1. p k 0py 1
k piq a 1 q p T . .k 0p
  ..   ..Note that M a T can be viewed as the polynomial b Q T with0 0 0
b T s a q a q a q ??? qa q a q ??? qa 1 q p piT .  .  .  .0 0 1 2 py1 p 2 py1 0
2piq a q ??? qa 1 q p T q ??? .  .2 p 3 py1 0
ky1piq a q ??? qa 1 q p T .  .ky1. p k py1 0
kpiq a 1 q p T . .k p 0
 .    ...We designate this polynomial b T by N M a T . We claim that if0 0
p
G T s G T s N M F T , 3.3 .  .  .  . . .0 ¨ 0 ¨ 0
 .  .with F T as in 3.2 , then the R-algebra,¨ 0
y1 y1p i p jC s R T , T , 1 q p T , G T q p T . .  .0 1 0 ¨ 0 1
 .is an R-Hopf algebra. We show that C is an Hopf algebra Theorem 3.9
 .    . p..  .by showing that G T s N M F T satisfies condition 3.1 . We¨ 0 ¨ 0
begin with some lemmas about M.
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 .  p.LEMMA 3.4. The epimorphism Q T may be written as M T .0 0 0
Proof. We compute directly,
pi1 q p T y 1 .0pM T s M .0 i / /p
1 p py1pi is M 1 q p T y 1 q p T ??? .  .0 0p i  / 1p
p iq 1 q p T y 1 .0 / / /p y 1
1 pis 1 q p T y 1 . /0pip
s Q T . .0 0
w  i .y1 xLEMMA 3.5. Suppose a , b are two polynomials in R T , 1 q p T .0 0
Then the following holds:
 . w  i .y1 xi. M a g R T , 1 q p T0 0
  ..   ..ii. For any r g R, M ra T s rM a T0 0
 .  .  .iii. M a q b s M a q M b .
Proof. Conditions i.]iii. follow immediately from the definition of M.
 . w xNow suppose a X, Y is a polynomial in R X, Y , X, Y indeterminate, in
the form
k l
n ni ia X , Y s a 1 q p X 1 q p Y , a g K . .  .  .  m n m
ms0 ns0
  ..In view of Lemma 3.5, we define M a X, Y as
k l
m ni iM a X , Y s a M 1 q p X M 1 q p Y . 3.6 .  .  .  . .  .  .  m n
ms0 ns0
 .   .. w xObserve that definition 3.6 implies that M a X, Y g R X, Y when-
 . w xever a X, Y g R X, Y .
 .  . w xLEMMA 3.7. Suppose a X , b Y are polynomials in R X, Y . Then
M a X b Y s M a X M b Y . .  .  .  . .  .  .
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 . k  i .m  . l Proof. Write a X s  a 1 q p X , b Y s  b 1 qms 0 m ns0 n
i .np Y , a , b g K. Then ab is a polynomial,m n
k l
m ni ia 1 q p X 1 q p Y , .  .  m n
ms0 ns0
w x  .in R X, Y . Thus by definition 3.6 ,
k l
m ni iM ab s a M 1 q p X M 1 q p Y .  .  . .  .  m n
ms0 ns0
k l
m ni is a M 1 q p X b M 1 q p Y .  . .  . m n /  /
ms0 ns0
s M a M b , .  .
by Lemma 3.5.
LEMMA 3.8. Let X and Y be indeterminates. Then
p p pi p jM F X q Y q p XY ' M F X M F Y mod p . .  .  .  . .  . /¨ ¨ ¨
 .Proof. Using 3.0 write
F X q Y q p iXY s F X F Y q p jq X , Y , .  .  .  .¨ ¨ ¨
 .for some polynomial q X, Y with coefficients in R. Taking pth powers of
both sides yields
p p pi p jF X q Y q p XY s F X F Y q p q9 X , Y , .  .  .  .¨ ¨ ¨
 .for some polynomial q9 X, Y over R because e q j G pj. Applying M and
 .definition 3.6 yields
p p pi p jM F X q Y q p XY s M F X F Y q p q9 X , Y .  .  .  . . /¨ ¨ ¨
p p p js M F X F Y q p q0 X , Y , .  .  . .¨ ¨
 .for some q0 X, Y over R. Now by Lemma 3.7,
p p p p
M F X F Y s M F X M F Y , .  .  .  . .  .  .¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
  i . p. p j   . p.thus M F X q Y q p XY is congruent modulo p to M F X¨ ¨
p  . .M F Y .¨
We are now in a position to prove the following theorem.
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THEOREM 3.9. Let C be the R-algebra,
y1 y1p i p jC s R T , T , 1 q p T , G T q p T , . .  .0 1 0 ¨ 0 1
with
p
G T s N M F T , .  . . .¨ 0 ¨ 0
 .  .with F T as in 3.2 . Then Spec C is a group scheme.¨ 0
 .  .Proof. We show directly that Spec C A s Hom C, A is an ab-Ryalg
 .stract group for any commutative R-algebra A. Observe that Spec C A is
a group if and only if the conditions
 .i. G 0 s 1 and¨
 .  .  .  p j .ii. G S G T ' G S)T mod p A¨ ¨ ¨
w  pi .y1 x .hold. Here S, T g Spec R T , 1 q p T A and S)T s S q T q0 0
pi p ST is the group product of the points S, T. Actually, S, T are elements
w of A that are identified with maps T ¬ S, T ¬ T in Spec R T , 1 q0 0 0
pi .y1 x . .  .   ..   . p.  .p T A . We have G 0 s G Q 0 s M F 0 s M 1 s 1 thus0 ¨ ¨ 0 ¨
condition i. is satisfied. Recall the epimorphism,
y1 y1i p iQ T : Spec R T , 1 q p T ª Spec R T , 1 q p T , .  .  .0 0 0 0 0 0
w xin the flat topology, see 4, Lemma I.1.2 . There exists a commutative
w R-algebra A9 = A and elements W, Z, W / Z in Spec R T , 1 q0
i .y1 x .  .  .p T A9 so that S s Q W and T s Q Z . Then0 0 0
p p
G S G T s G Q W G Q Z s M F W M F Z .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .  .¨ ¨ ¨ 0 ¨ 0 ¨ ¨
pi p j' M F W q Z q p WZ mod p A9 , .  . /¨
i w by Lemma 3.8. Note W q Z q p WZ is the group product in Spec R T , 10
i .y1 x .q p T A9 , denoted WwZ, thus0
p piM F W q Z q p WZ s M F WwZ .  . . /¨ ¨
s G Q WwZ . .¨ 0
s G Q W )Q Z .  . .¨ 0 0
s G S)T , .¨
 .  .  .because Q is a group homomorphism. Thus G S G T ' G S)T0 ¨ ¨ ¨
 p j .mod p A . It follows Spec C is a group scheme. Moreover, comultiplica-
tion on the R-Hopf algebra C is the unique R-algebra map which makes
p i p j .1 q p T and G T q p T grouplike.0 ¨ 0 1
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 .Remark 3.10. The choice of the polynomial G T so that Spec C is a0
 .group scheme is not unique. For example, we could have chosen G T s0
   . p..N M9 F T , where¨ 0
piM9 a T s a q a q a q ??? qa 1 q p T .  . .  .0 0 1 2 p 0
2 piq a q ??? qa 1 q p T .  .pq1 2 p 0
3 piq a q ??? qa 1 q p T q ??? .  .2 pq1 3 p 0
k piq a q ??? qa 1 q p T , .  .ky1. pq1 k p 0
and N is defined as before.
Now that we have explicit forms for the group schemes Spec B and
 .Spec C, we show that the map Q: Spec B ª Spec C, defined Q T , T s0 1
  .  ..Q T , Q T , T with0 0 1 0 1
pi1 q p T y 1 .0
Q T s , .0 0 pip
py1i j1 q p T F T q p T y G Q T .  . . .  .0 ¨ 0 1 ¨ 0 0
Q T , T s .1 0 1 p jp
is a flat epimorphism of group schemes. But this is equivalent to showing
wthat the polynomials Q and Q have coefficients in R, see 6, p. 63,0 1
 .x  . w xTheorem 2.15 c . It is easy to show that i F er p y 1 implies Q g R T .0 0
We claim that
py1i j1 q p T F T q p T y G Q T .  . . .  .0 ¨ 0 1 ¨ 0 0
Q T , T s .1 0 1 p jp
has coefficients in R. To this end, let F be the subset of the multiplica-m , R
tive group G definedm , R
< jF A s u g U A u s F a q p t for some t g A , .  .  .m , R ¨
y1ia g Spec R T , 1 q p T A . . . 50 0
 .A is a commutative R-algebra. One can verify directly that F is am , R
subgroup scheme of G , under ordinary multiplication. Indeed, form , R
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 .u, ¨ g F A ,m , R
u¨ s F a q p jt F b q p js .  . .  .¨ ¨
s F a F b q p j sF a q tF b q p jst .  .  .  . .¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
s F a) b q p j y q sF a q tF b q p jst g F A . .  .  .  . .¨ ¨ ¨ m , R
w  i .y1 x .Here a) b is the group product in Spec R T , 1 q p T A , and y is0 0
 .some element in A determined by 3.0 . Moreover, we can define a group
scheme homomorphism,
P : F ª G ,m , R m , R
 . j   . j . p i .y1by F T q p T ¬ F T q p T 1 q p T . Observe that¨ 0 1 ¨ 0 1 0
w  j .y1 x w  p j.y1 xSpec R T , 1 q p T and Spec R T , 1 q p T are normal sub-1 1 1 1
group schemes of F and G , respectively. We havem , R m , R
p y1j j j iP 1 q p T s P F 0 q p T s F 0 q p T 1 q p ? 0 .  .  . .  .  .1 ¨ 1 ¨ 1
pjs 1 q p T , .1
w  j .y1 xthus, P restricted to Spec R T , 1 q p T is the flat epimorphism,1 1
y1 y1j p jSpec R T , 1 q p T ª Spec R T , 1 q p . .1 1 1
w j . p x p j w xdefined T ¬ 1 q p T y 1 rp , see 4, Lemma I.1.2 . Thus P in-1 1
duces a morphism of quotients,
F Gm , R m , R
r : ª .y1 y1j p jSpec R T , 1 q p T Spec R T , 1 q p T .  .1 1 1 1
We identify these quotients with the group schemes F and Gm , R m , Rj p j
defined
A A
F A s F and G A s U , .  .m , R m , R m , Rj p jj p jp A p A .  .
w  .xsee 11, Section 2, 8 . Note
<F A s u g U A u s F a .  .  .m , R ¨j
y1ifor some a g Spec R T , 1 q p T A . . . 50 0
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In fact, r is now identified with the map,
r : F ª Gm , R m , Rj p j
defined
p
r F T s M F T , .  . .  .¨ 0 ¨ 0
where M is the device defined in Section 3.
We have the following commutative diagram,
s
F ª Fm , R m , R j
P x x r .
t
G ª Gm , R m , R p j
 . jHere s and t are the canonical surjections. Now with F T q p T g¨ 0 1
F , we havem , r
j jt(P F T q p T s r ( s F T q p T , .  .  .  . .  .¨ 0 1 ¨ 0 1
hence
y1p i p jF T 1 q p T ' r F T mod p , .  .  . . .¨ 0 0 ¨ 0
which yields
p y1j i p jF T q p T 1 q p T ' r F T mod p , .  .  . . .  .¨ 0 1 0 ¨ 0
or
p y1 pj i p jF T q p T 1 q p T ' M F T mod p , .  .  . .  .  .¨ 0 1 0 ¨ 0
or
p y1j i p jF T q p T 1 q p T ' G Q T mod p , .  .  . . .  .¨ 0 1 0 ¨ 0 0
  ..   . p.because G Q T s M F T . Thus Q has coefficients in R and Q is¨ 0 0 ¨ 0 1
 :  .  .a flat epimorphism. Moreover, Br Q ( H i, j , thus Spec H i, j ª¨ ¨
Q  .Spec B ª Spec C is an explicit flat resolution of Spec H i, j with B s¨
w  i .y1   . j .y1 x w R T , T , 1 q p T , F T q p T and C s R T , T , 1 q0 1 0 ¨ 0 1 0 1
pi .y1   . p j .y1 xp T , G T q p T .0 ¨ 0 1
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4. CONSTRUCTION OF THE FORMAL GROUPS
In this section we compute polynomial formal groups from the flat short
 .exact sequence constructed in Section 3. For this section, let H i, j be a¨
 .  .Greither order under the conditions i9 q j ) n 1 y ¨ G i9 q jr2 and
w  .xi q j F er p p y 1 . From Section 3 we have the flat resolution,
Q
Spec H i , j ª Spec B ª Spec C , .¨
with
y1 y1i jB s R T , T , 1 q p T , F T q p T , . .  .0 1 0 ¨ 0 1
y1 y1p i p jC s R T , T , 1 q p T , G T q p T , . .  .0 1 0 ¨ 0 1
 .   .  .:and H i, j ( Br Q T , Q T , T .¨ 0 0 1 0 1
We now complete the R-Hopf algebra B at the augmentation ideal the
. ww xxideal generated by T and T to obtain the formal R-Hopf algebra R T ,0 1
 .T s T , T , because0 1
1
w x w xg R T : R T ,0i1 q p T0
and
1
jF T q p T .¨ 0 1
1 1
w x w x w xs ? g R T T s R T .0 1y1 jF T . 1 q F T p T .¨ 0 ¨ 0 1
We have
F T q p jT y F T .  . .¨ 0 1 ¨ 0
T s1 jp
F T q p jT y 1 1 y F T .  . .¨ 0 1 ¨ 0s q .j jp p
 . yj  ..Now let f T be the formal Maclaurin series expansion of p 1 y F T .0 ¨ 0
 .  . y1  .Because F 0 s 1, f T can be written l T ? h T for some polyno-¨ 0 0 0
 . jy i .  ..mial h T , with l s p z y 1 r 1 y ¨ . Thus,0 1
F T q p jT y 1 . .¨ 0 1 y1T s q l T ? h T . .1 0 0jp
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 . y1   ..Now put q T s l T 1 y h T . Then the change of variables,0 0 0
X s T and X s T q q T .1 0 2 1 0
ww xx  . ww xxyields the formal Hopf algebra R X , X s X , X , which equals R T .1 2
  :If such a change of variables was not possible, then the quotient Br Q
 . w yi p( H i, j could not be isomorphic to the R-Hopf order R p g y¨
. yj . y1 yi p .x .1 , p g y 1 q l p g y 1 in Lemma 2.2. Moreover, the comulti-
ww xx w x w xplication of R X is given by polynomials, thus R X , X s R T , T is1 2 0 1
ww xx w xa subbialgebra of R X . Now via the identification R X , X m1 2
w x w x  .  .R X , X ( R x , x , y , y , the polynomials D X and D X yield the1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
 . w xpolynomial formal group F given in Section 2 as 2.4 , cf. 2, Appendix 2 .
w x w xObserve that R X , X s R T , T : B.1 2 F 0 1
In this same sense, the completion of C at its augmentation ideal will
w xgive rise to another polynomial formal group G with C = R T , T s0 1
w x  .   .  ..R X , X . First, define a map G T , T s G T , G T , T on Spec C1 2 G 0 1 0 0 1 0 1
by
ppi1 q p T y 1 .0
G T s , . 20 0 p ip
py1pi p j1 q p T G T q p T y J G T .  . . .  .0 ¨ 0 1 ¨ 0 0
G T , T s , . 21 0 1 p jp
 .    . p..with J T s N M G T . Here M, N are the devices defined in¨ 0 ¨ 0
Section 3. Of course in this case M acts on polynomials of the form,
kp
mpia T s a 1 q p T , a g K , .  .0 m 0 m
ms0
and is defined
M a T . .0
ppis a q a q a q ??? qa q a q ??? qa 1 q p T .  .  .0 1 2 py1 p 2 py1 0
2 ppiq a q ??? qa 1 q p T q ??? .  .2 p 3 py1 0
 .ky1 pp iq a q ??? qa 1 q p T .  .ky1. p k py1 0
k ppiq a 1 q p T . .k p 0
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   ...  .   ..   ..Then N M a T is that polynomial b T so that b G T s M a T .0 0 0 0
 .In fact, with this polynomial J T , the R-algebra,¨ 0
y1 y12 2p i p jD s R T , 1 q p T , T , J T q p T . .  .0 0 1 ¨ 0 1
is an R-Hopf algebra. Specifically, we have J satisfying¨
J 0 s 1 and J X J Y ' J X q Y q p p2 iXY mod p p2 j . .  .  .  .  .¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
Our goal is to show that G: Spec C ª Spec D is a flat map. This implies
  .  .:that the quotient Cr G T , G T , T is isomorphic to an R-Hopf order0 0 1 0 1
in KC 2 . We then show that the comultiplication of this R-Hopf order isp
dictated by a polynomial formal group. We have the following theorem.
 .  .THEOREM 4.0. Suppose i9 q j ) n 1 y ¨ G i9 q jr2 and i q j F
w  .x   .  .:er p p y 1 . Then G is a flat map and the quotient Cr G T , G T , T0 0 1 0 1
 . w2is isomorphic to a Greither order H pi, pj : KC , with w s 1 y 1 yw p
. p x w . py1 x¨ r z y 1 .1
w . p x w . py1 xProof. We first show that with w s 1 y 1 y ¨ r z y 1 , there1
 . 2exists a Greither order H pi, pj . We have that pj F i implies p j F pi,w
 .with 0 F pj, pi F er p y 1 . Moreover,
p
1 y ¨ .
n 1 y w s n . py1 /z y 1 .1
s pn 1 y ¨ y e .
pj
G pi9 q y e
2
pj
s pi 9 q .
2
G pi 9 q j, .
with
e
G i q j,
p p y 1 .
or
e




y pi q j G y i q pj,




pi 9 q j G pi 9 q pj. .  .
p
Hence w g U s U l U , which says that the R-Hopf pi.9qj  pi.9qj  pi.9r p.qp j
 . w xorder H pi, pj exists, confer 4, Corollary I.3.6 .w
Now consider the R-algebra,
pg y 1 g y b
 :2 2S s R , : KC , g s C ,p pp i p jp p
 p . p i. 2where b s G g y 1 rp . If S is an R-Hopf order in KC , then G is¨ p
 :a flat map, and the quotient Cr G is a finite R-Hopf algebra isomorphic
  .  .to S. This follows because G T s 0 and G T , T s 0 imply that0 0 1 0 1
p i  . p j p1 q p T g C and G T q p T g C correspond to elements g and0 ¨ 0 1
.g in S, respectively.
We claim that S is an R-Hopf order in KC 2 isomorphic to the Greitherp
 .order H pi, pj . Letw
z y 1 z 2 y 1 z py1 y 11 1 1
1, G , G , . . . , G¨ ¨ ¨pi p i p i /  /  / /p p p
be the image of b in the maximal integral order R p under the embedding
p  2 py1.  . pi.g ¬ 1, z , z , . . . , z , and let y s G z y 1 rp . The R-algebra1 1 1 ¨ 1
 .  .S is an R-Hopf order isomorphic to H pi, pj if and only if n y y w Gw
 . w xpi 9 q pj by 4, Corollary I.3.6 .
We first consider the case p s 2. Then
1 q ¨ 1 y ¨
iF T s q 1 q p T , .  .¨ 0 02 2
thus
2G T s N M F T .  . . /¨ 0 ¨ 0
2 221 q ¨ 1 y ¨ 1 y ¨ 2is N q q 1 q p T .0 /  / / /2 2 2
2 221 q ¨ 1 y ¨ 1 y ¨
2 is q q 1 q p T . .0 /  / /2 2 2
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Hence,
2 221 q ¨ 1 y ¨ 1 y ¨
2  :b s q q g , g s C ,4 /  / /2 2 2
with
z y 11
y s G¨ 2 i /p
2 221 q ¨ 1 y ¨ 1 y ¨
s q y /  / /2 2 2
21 y ¨ .
s 1 y s w.
y2
 .  .  .  .It follows that n y y w s n 0 ) 2 i 9 q 2 j, therefore S ( H 2 i, 2 jw
w xas R-Hopf orders in KC by 4, Corollary I.3.6 .4
 .Next we consider the case p ) 2. By the definition of G T , with¨ 0
z s z ,1
z y 1
p p p py1 i i i0 1 py1y s G s E q E z q ??? qE z q pr E E ??? E ,¨ 0 1 py1 i 0 1 py1pi /p i
 .where the sum is taken over all partitions i s i , . . . , i , i q ??? qi0 py1 0 py1
s p, 0 F i - p. Here the r are elements of R dependent on the partitionk i
i, and the E , 0 F k F p y 1 are definedk
py11
yk m mE s z ¨ .k p ms0
 py1 p k .  .We first show that n y y  E z G pi 9 q pj. We claim the sum,ks0 k
pr Ei0 Ei1 ??? Ei py 1 i 0 1 py1
i
w p. py1 x py1.has value at least n 1 y ¨ rp . To see this note
pppr 1 y ¨ .ii i i0 1 py1n pr E E ??? E s n , . pi 0 1 py1 p /p 1 y ¨ .
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 p. w  yk .x  yk .because E s 1 y ¨ r p 1 y z ¨ for 0 F k F p y 1, and n 1 y zk
 .) n 1 y ¨ . Moreover,
p pp ppr 1 y ¨ r 1 y ¨ .  .i i
n s np pp py1 /  /p 1 y ¨ p 1 y ¨ .  .
py1p1 y ¨ .
G n ,py1 /p
 . p.  p.because n 1 y ¨ s n 1 y ¨ .
Now,
py1p1 y ¨ .
i i i0 1 py1n pr E E ??? E G n i 0 1 py1 py1 /  /pi
pi9 q pj
s p y 1 y p y 1 e .  .
2
pe pj
s p y 1 y pi q y p y 1 e .  . /p y 1 2
p y 1 pj .
s pe y p y 1 pi q y p y 1 e .  .
2
p y 1 pj .
s e y p y 1 pi q . .
2
w  .xIn addition, p ) 2 and er p p y 1 G i q j imply
e j p y 3 .
G i y ,
p p y 1 2 p y 2 .  .
or
p y 2 e j p y 3 .  .
G p y 2 i y , .
p p y 1 2 .
or
e p y 2 pj 3 y p .  .
G p p y 2 i q , .
p y 1 2
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or
e p y 1 e p y 1 .
y G pi p y 1 y 1 q pj 1 y , .  /p y 1 p y 1 2
or
e p y 1 pj .
e y G p y 1 pi y pi q pj y , .
p y 1 2
or
p y 1 pj e .
e y p y 1 pi q G y pi q pj, .
2 p y 1
or
p y 1 pj .
e y p y 1 pi q G pi 9 q pj. .  .
2
Thus,
n pr Ei0 Ei1 ??? Ei py 1 G pi 9 q pj, . i 0 1 py1 /
i
 py1 p k .  .and we conclude that n y y  E z G pi 9 q pj.ks0 k
 py1 p k . .  .We next show that n  E z y w G pi 9 q pj. Let c sks0 k
 .   . .c , c , . . . , c be the p p y 1 q 1 -tuple of coefficients with0 1 p py1.
 .p py1
pi 2 py1c X s 1 q X q X q ??? qX , . i
is0
X indeterminate. We have
py1
p kE z k
ks0
s E p q E pz q ??? qE p z py10 1 py1
p ppy1 py11 1
m ym ms ¨ q z ¨ z q ???  /  /p pms0 ms0
ppy11
y py1.m m py1q z ¨ z /p ms0
1
pq1 2 pq1 p py2.q1s pc ¨ q pc ¨ q pc ¨ q ??? qpc ¨ . .1 pq1 2 pq1 p py2.q1pp
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Now consider the formal Taylor series expansion of
1 ppq1 2 q1f ¨ s pc ¨ q pc ¨ q pc ¨ q ??? .  1 pq1 2 q1p pp
qpc ¨ p py2.q1 y w ,/p py2.q1
w . p x was a function of ¨ about the point 1. Recall w s 1 y 1 y ¨ r z y
. py1 x1 . We have
 .p py2 q1
kf ¨ s A ¨ y 1 , .  . k
ks0
 w k x .. w k x .  .with A s f 1 rk!. Here f ¨ is the k th formal derivative of f ¨ .k
  ..  .We claim that n f ¨ G n 1 y ¨ . To this end, let 0 F k - p, and con-
 w k x ..  .k w0x .sider the term f 1 rk! ¨ y 1 . By a direct calculation we have f 1
 .s f 1 s 0, thus the first term in the Taylor series is 0. Now for 1 F k - p,
 w k x ..  .a computation shows that n f 1 G 0, with n k! s 0. Hence the terms
 .indexed by k, 0 F k - p have value at least n 1 y ¨ . Moreover, let
 .p - k F p p y 2 q 1. The corresponding terms in the Taylor series can
be written
ky1w k xf 1 ¨ y 1 ¨ y 1 .  .  .
.
k!
 w k x ..  .Observe that because n f 1 G 0, k y 1 G p, and n k! s e,
pky1¨ y 1 ¨ y 1 .  .
n G n s n 1 y w G 0. . /  /k! p
w k x .w .ky1 xThus f 1 ¨ y 1 rk! is in R, and we conclude that the terms
 .  .indexed by k, p - k F p p y 2 q 1 have value at least n 1 y ¨ .
Lastly, we consider the term with k s p. In this case,
p pw p xf 1 ¨ y 1 z y 1 1 y ¨ .  .  .  .
n G n /  /p! p!
p
1 y ¨ .
G n 1 y ¨ , . /p!
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 w p x ..  .  .  .because n f 1 G n z y 1 ) n 1 y ¨ . It follows that f ¨ s
 py1 p k .  . E z y w has a value at least n 1 y ¨ . Now becauseks0 k
j e j
n 1 y ¨ G i9 q s y i q .
2 p y 1 2
e
G y p y 1 i .
p y 1
e
G y pi q pj
p y 1
G pi 9 q pj, .
 .  .  .we conclude n y y w G pi 9 q pj and S ( H pi, pj . This completesw
the proof of Theorem 4.0.
We now obtain a polynomial formal group which determines the comul-
 .  . p jtiplication of the R-Hopf order H pi, pj . The generator g y a rpw w
 .  :of H pi, pj ( Cr G can be decomposed in the same way the generatorw
 . j  .g y a rp of H i, j was decomposed in Section 2. We have¨ ¨
g y aw
p jp
g y 1 1 y aws qp j p jp p
g y 1 1
2 py1s q 1 y w f q 1 y w f q ??? q 1 y w f .  .  . .1 2 py1p j p jp p
g y 1 1 y w g p y 1 .  .
s q V .wp j p jp z y 1 p .1
Here z is a primitive pth root of unity, the f are idempotents for the1 i
maximal integral order in KC , andp
z y 1 z y 11 1
V s f q 1 q w f q ??? q .w 1 22 py1 /  /z y 1 z y 11 1
= 1 q w q ??? qw py2 f . . py1
w  .x LEMMA 4.1. Under the conditions i q j F er p p y 1 , i9 q j ) n 1 y
.  .  .¨ G i9 q jr2 , and pj F i, the Greither order H pi, pj can be writtenw
p pg y 1 g y 1 g y 1
R , q ,pi p j p ip p tp
p jypi .  ..where t s p z y 1 r 1 y w .1
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 .  .Proof. This follows as in Lemma 2.2 because n 1 y ¨ G i9 q jr2
implies
n 1 y w s pn 1 y ¨ y e .  .
pj
G pi9 q y e
2
pj
s pi 9 q . .
2
 .  .  .The condition n 1 y w G pi 9 q pjr2 is precisely the condition for
which
p p p1 y w g y 1 1 y w g y 1 g y 1 .  .  .  .
V y g R ,wp j p j p iz y 1 p z y 1 p p .  .1 1
w xvia 4, Theorem I.3.2a .
w  .x THEOREM 4.2. Suppose i q j F er p p y 1 , pj F i, and i9 q j ) n 1
.  . w x wy ¨ G i9 q jr2 . Then the class w g U rU , with w s 1 y 1 p i.9qj  pi.9qp j
. p x w . py1 xy ¨ r z y 1 , corresponds to a Greither order,
pg y 1 g y aw
H pi , pj s R , . .w pi p jp p
Moreo¨er, there exists a polynomial formal group of the form,
p p i 0
x y x1 1 1pi p j p jp t q p ypG x , y s q q y . 1x y x /  /  /2 2 2 02 tt
0 0
xp j 1ypq y , 4.3 .2p j x /p 2 0t
p jypi .  ..where t s p z y 1 r 1 y w , which determines the comultiplication1
 .of H pi, pj .w
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Proof. This follows as in the proof of Theorem 2.3. We note that
p
z y 11p jyil s p  / /1 y ¨
pp jyp ip z y 1 .1s p
1 y ¨ .
pp jypip z y 1 .1s py1
z y 1 1 y w .  .1
s t .
w We now complete the R-Hopf algebra C s R T , T , 1 q0 1
pi .y1   . p j .y1 xp T , G T q p T at the augmentation ideal to obtain the0 ¨ 0 1
ww xxformal Hopf algebra R T , which under a suitable change of variables, is
ww xxequal to the formal Hopf algebra R X . In this case, the comultiplication
ww xx  .of R X yields the polynomial formal group G x, y . We have C =
w x w xR T , T s R X , X .0 1 1 2 G
5. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM
 .  .THEOREM 5.0 Main Theorem . Let H s H i, j be a Greither order in¨
w  .x  .  .2KC with i q j F er p p y 1 , pj F i, and n 1 y ¨ G i9 q jr2 . Thenp
 .H i, j represents the kernel of an isogeny of polynomial formal groups.¨
 .  .Proof. Case I. n 1 y ¨ G i9 q j. In this case H i, j is the Larson¨
 . w xorder H i, j . By 15, Theorem 2.0 , we have the flat short exact sequence
of group schemes,
Q
Spec H i , j ª Spec B ª Spec C , .
with R-Hopf algebras,
y1 y1i jB s R T , 1 q p T , T , 1 q p T , .  .0 0 1 1
y1 y1pi p jC s R T , 1 q p T , T , 1 q p T , .  .0 0 1 1
 .  .T , T indeterminate. The flat epimorphism Q is defined Q T , T s0 1 0 1
  .  ..Q Q T , Q T , T with0 0 1 0 1
pi1 q p T y 1 .0
Q T s , .0 0 pip
py1i j1 q p T 1 q p T y 1 .  .0 1
Q T , T s . .1 0 1 p jp
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 .Moreover, one checks that the variation Q9 of Q defined Q9 T , T s0 1
  . X  ..Q9 Q T , Q T , T with0 0 1 0 1
ppy1i j1 q p T 1 q p T y 1 .  .0 1X
Q T , T s , .1 0 1 p jp
also serves as a flat epimorphism Q9: Spec B ª Spec C. Because Q9 is a
homomorphism of group schemes we have
Q9 U) V s Q9 U ) Q9 V , 5.1 .  .  .  .B C
where U, V g Spec B, ) is the multiplication in Spec B, and ) isB C
multiplication in Spec C.
Now the completion of B at the augmentation ideal yields the formal
ww xx  .Hopf algebra R T and the polynomial formal group 2.1 ,
x y i x x0 01 1 1 1p 0F x , y s q q y q y . . 1 2j /  /x y x x /  /  /  /0 0 0 p2 2 2 2
w x w xWe have B = R T , T s R X , X . Likewise, the completion of C at its0 1 1 2 F
augmentation ideal yields the polynomial formal group,
x y pi x x0 01 1 1 1p 0G x , y s q q y q y . . 1 2p j /  /x y x x /  /  /  /0 0 0 p2 2 2 2
 .One shows directly that G is a formal group via Section 1. We have
w x w xC = R T , T s R X , X .0 1 1 2 G
 .  .   .  ..Now let C x be the 2-tuple of polynomials C x s C x , C x1 2
defined
pi1 q p x y 1 .1
C x s , .1 pip
ppy1i j1 q p x 1 q p x y 1 .  .1 2
C x s . .2 p jp
 .Then the homomorphism condition 5.1 translates to the condition,
C F x , y s G C x , C y , .  . .  . .i i
for i s 1, 2. Thus C: F ª G is a homomorphism of polynomial formal
groups. Now because
w xR X , X1 2 F ( H i , j , . :C X , C X .  .1 2
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C is an isogeny of polynomial formal groups whose kernel is represented
 .by H i, j . This completes the proof of Case I.
 .  .Case II. i9 q j ) n 1 y ¨ . In this case H i, j is a non-Larson R-¨
Hopf order in KC 2 . We begin by recalling the flat short exact sequence ofp
group schemes,
Q
SpH i , j ª Spec B ª Spec C , .¨
with R-Hopf algebras,
y1 y1i jB s R T , 1 q p T , T , F T q p T , . .  .0 0 1 ¨ 0 1
y1 y1p i p jC s R T , 1 q p T , T , G T q p T . . .  .0 0 1 ¨ 0 1
Here
py1 py11 nm ym n iF T s ¨ z 1 q p T , .  . ¨ 0 1 0p ms0 ns0
 .    . p..and G T is the polynomial N M F T constructed in Section 3.¨ 0 ¨ 0
 .   .  ..Q is defined Q T , T s Q Q T , Q T , T with0 1 0 0 1 0 1
pi1 q p T y 1 .0
Q T s , .0 0 pip
py1i j1 q p T F T q p T y G Q T .  . . .  .0 ¨ 0 1 ¨ 0 0
Q T , T s . .1 0 1 p jp
 .   . X  ..Moreover, Q9 given Q9 T , T s Q9 Q T , Q T , T with0 1 0 0 1 0 1
ppy1i j1 q p T F T q p T y G Q T .  . . .  .0 ¨ 0 1 ¨ 0 0X
Q T , T s .1 0 1 p jp
is also a flat epimorphism Spec B ª Spec C. Note that Q9 is a homomor-
phism of group schemes Q9: Spec B ª Spec C, i.e.,
Q9 U) V s Q9 U ) Q9 V , 5.2 .  .  .  .B C
where U, V g Spec B, ) is the multiplication in Spec B, and ) isB C
multiplication in Spec C.
Now the completion of B at the augmentation ideal yields the formal
ww xx ww xx Hopf algebra R T s R X under the change of variables X s T ,1 0
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 ..  .X s T q q T , and the polynomial formal group 2.4 ,2 1 0
p i 0
x y x1 1 1i j jp l q p ypF x , y s q q y . 1x y x /  /  /2 2 2 02 ll
0 0
xj 1ypq y .2j x /p 2 0l
w x w xWe have that B = R T , T s R X , X . Likewise, the completion of C0 1 1 2 F
ww xx ww xxat the augmentation ideal yields R T s R X , with the comultiplica-
ww xx  .tion of R X defining the polynomial formal group 4.3 ,
p p i 0
x y x1 1 1pi p j p jp t q p ypG x , y s q q y . 1x y x /  /  /2 2 2 02 tt
0 0
xp j 1ypq y .2p j x /p 2 0t
w x w xObserve that C = R T , T s R X , X .0 1 1 2 G
 .   .  ..Now let C x s C x , C x be a 2-tuple of polynomials defined1 2
pi1 q p x y 1 .1
C x s , .1 pip
ppy1i j1 q p x F x q p x y q x y G C x .  .  . .  . .  .1 ¨ 1 2 1 ¨ 1
C x s . .2 p jp
 .Then the homomorphism condition 5.2 translates to the condition,
C F x , y s G C x , C y , .  . .  . .i i
for i s 1, 2. Thus C: F ª G is a homomorphism of polynomial formal
groups. Now because
w xR X , X1 2 F ( H i , j , .¨ :C X , C X .  .1 2
C is an isogeny of polynomial formal groups whose kernel is represented
 .by H i, j . This completes the proof of the Main Theorem.¨
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